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1. INTRODUCTION 
The following is a very slightly modified restatement of Theorem 3 in Bednarek 
and Wallace's paper [3]. 
THEOREM 1 (Bednarek-Wallace). Let T and X be both compact or both discrete 
spaces, with T a topological groupoid, and suppose E and F are closed equivalence r lations 
on T and on X, respectively, with E in addition such a congruence that TIE is a semigroup. 
I f  R is a closed relation from T • X into X satisfying, for all t, t' in T and all x in X, 
the conditions 
(1) TxX=RX,  
(2) R -xo(E • oRCF, 
(3) (tt', x)R • (t, z)R C_Ffor all z in (t', x)R, 
then TIE acts on X/F uniquely to make the following diagram of projections and quotient 
maps commutative. 
T•  ( R , X 
; l 
TIE • X/F , X/F 
Indeed, the theorem as stated in [3] hypothesizes that T is a semigroup, but the 
proof uses only that TIE is a semigroup. As Bednarek and Wallace noted, condition 
(3) is needed only to insure that the induced function is an action; in fact, this theorem 
is a corollary to their general Induced Function Theorem. 
There is a strong converse to Theorem 1(our Theorem 2below), which is interesting 
for a couple of reasons; roughly, when the quotient action exists for a given E and F, 
there is always a difunctional relation R satisfying conditions (1)-(3) of Theorem 1, 
and, hence, one may always assume from the outset hat R is difunctional. Theorem 1 
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includes various theorems on inducing quotient actions from a given action, as the 
authors of [3] note. Since there is some interest in nondeterministic automata with 
a transition monoid consisting of relations of a type more general than functions, 
we are thus led to study "relational automata" at a rather high level of generality. 
I f  we assume that the transition relation in a machine is difunctional, several interesting 
things evolve. For example, the collection of "state transition" relations form a 
semigroup of difunctional relations, which under appropriate topological hypotheses 
becomes a compact Hausdorff space. Since the composition of difunctional relations 
is not in general difunctional, this result has some significance and ought to be 
exploited. We initiate therefore in this paper a study of generalized semigroup actions 
which we call actoids. The principal result of this paper is to canonically produce 
from a given difunctional relation R a pair of equivalence relations E and F so that 
the resulting quotient action is "nice" from a machine-theoretic point of view. This 
construction is the subject of Sections 3 and 4 of this paper. In Section 2 we establish 
notation and state some needed results from the folklore of relation theory. An 
exposition of relation theory may be found in the paper by Bednarek, Magill, and 
Norris contained in the forthcoming volume [6] edited by Preston Hammer. 
2. RELATIONS 
(i) Algebra 
I f  R is a relation from A to B and S is a relation from B to C, their composition 
is the relation R o S = {(a, c): (a, b) E R and (b, c) 6 S for some b}. The inverse of R 
is the relation R -1 = {(b, a): (a, b) e R}. If  R is a relation from A to B and if C and D 
are subsets of A and B, respectively, then we define the slice CR = {b ~ B: (c, b) ~ R 
for some c e C} and dually define RD =- DR -1. The term "slice" (French, tranche) 
is due to Riguet [13, 14], if not to an earlier writer. Since CR is the projection into B 
of the set R n (C • B), the terminology is not inappropriate. 
We write aR rather than {a}R and so forth for simplicity's ake. Riguet [13, 14] 
has called a relation R from A to B difunctional if R o R - lo  R C R. The class of 
difunctional relations includes all partially defined functions from A into B and, 
when A z B, all symmetric, transitive relations. We shall use Riguet's results freely 
in the sequel, and we note in particular that if R is a difunctional relation from A 
to B then R o R -1 and R -1 o R are equivalence relations on RB and AR, respectively. 
In fact, RB/R  o R -1 -- {Rb: b E B} and AR/R  -1 o R = {aR: a ~ A}. We observe the 
crucial property here of difunctionality; namely, that two slices Rb, Rb' (respectively, 
aR, a'R) are either disjoint or coincide. This property characterizes difunctionality. 
Difunctional relations have been discussed in several recent papers [2, 7, 8, 12]. 
By way of orientation, if R were a function, what we call aR (respectively, Rb) would 
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be just the set containing the single point R(a)(R-l(b)). It then evolves that for two 
functions R, S, the point in a[R o S] is just S(R(a)). 
(ii) Topology 
On the topological side we shall require the following facts, all of which are known 
to be true. If A, B, and C are all compact Hausdorff spaces and R and S are closed 
relations, then R o S is closed ("closed" means with respect o the product opology 
on A X B, etc.) If A is compact, then A/R  is compact Hausdorff. If A and B are 
compact, R is a closed relation and C and D are closed subsets of A and B, respectively, 
then CR and RD are closed. This property, that RD is closed whenever D is closed, 
is sometimes called upper semicontinuity [9], and it has the following consequence. 
If aRC U and U is open, then there is an open neighborhood V of a with the property 
that VR C_ U. Finally, ifR _C A • B and S _C_C  • D, we put R • S = {((t, x), (t', x')): 
(t, t') ~ R and (x, x') ~ S}. If E and F are closed equivalences on compact Hausdorff 
spaces A and B, then E xF  is a closed equivalence relation on A • B, and 
A • B/E • F is homeomorphic to A/E  • B/F. 
3. RELATIONAL MACHINES 
The following converse of Theorem 1 is true. 
THEOREM 2 (Difunctional Sufficiency Theorem). Let T and X be both compact 
Hausdorff or both discrete spaces, with T a topological groupoid, and suppose that E 
and F are closed equivalence relations on T and X respectively, with E such a congruence 
on T that T/E is a semigroup. I f  T/E acts on X/F, then there is a closed difunctional 
relation R from T x X into X which satisfies conditions (1)-(3) of Theorem 1 and for 
which the diagram of Theorem 1 is commutative. 
Proof. Let R be defined by the condition ((t, x), y )6  R if and only if i~ = y, 
where in general ~ denotes an equivalence class containing the element z. The sur- 
jectivity of the quotient maps T ~ TIE and X ~ X /F  guarantees that T • X = RX.  
To see that (2) holds, suppose that (x, x')~ R-lo (E x F)o R, so that there are 
elements t, t' in T, y, y' in X for which ((t, y), x) 6 R, ((t, y), (t', y')) ~ E • F and 
((t , y ), x') e R. Then, since (t, t') ~ E and (y, y') ~F, we see that ' = i~ = i~y ' ~- x-', 
i.e., (x, x') ~F. Condition (3) also holds, for if z ~ (t', x)R, let y ~ (tt', x)R and 
y' ~ (t, z)R and compute: y = (tt')~, while 37' = i~ = i(i'~) = (iE)s Since E is a 
congruence, ~' = ii' so that 37 = y', proving (3). To see that R is closed, one need 
only observe that it is the inverse image of the diagonal of the Hausdorff space X/F  
under the continuous map [mo (a X b)] • b fashioned from the groupoid multiplica- 
tion m and canonical quotient maps a: T--~ T/E and b: X ~ X/F. R is immediately 
seen to be difunctional. 
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In connection with the difunctionality of R in Theorem 2, and in view of the 
fact that not much is known about difunctionality in general, the following easily 
proved result is of interest. It will not be used in this paper. 
PROPOSITION 3. I f  f ,  g: A ~ B are any two functions and E is any difunctional 
relation from B to B, then ( f  • g)-l(E) is difunctional. 
We are interested in the rest of this paper in structures of the form (T, X, R), 
where T and X will denote compact Hausdorff spaces and R a closed difunctional 
relation from T X X into X which satisfies T X X ~ RX.  Of course, if T and X 
are finite sets they are compact Hausdorff in the discrete topology, so our results 
have meaning for finite structures. A study of a quite general class of relational 
automata ppears in [4]. The special case in which R is a function (necessarily con- 
tinuous) has been studied before as a topological machine or act [1, 2, 10, 11]. We 
will be guided by that special case in our choice of terminology. In particular, choosing 
a point t in T (respectively, a point x in X) induces a relation Ct from X into X 
(respectively, a relation 7tx from T into X) called a left (right) translation of (T, X, R). 
These relations are defined as follows. 
Loosely speaking, r is just 
the restriction of R to (T • 
r = {(x,y): ((t, x),y) e R}, 
= {(t,y): ((t, x),y) eR}. 
the restriction of R to ({t} X X) • X) and Wx is just 
{4) x x.  
PROPOSITION 4. I f  R is a closed difunctional relation from T • X into X for which 
T • X = RX and if  T and X are Hausdorff spaces, then each Ct and each Ct is a closed 
difunctional relation; furthermore, X = CtX and T ~ CxX for each t ~ T and each 
xff  X.  
Proof. If t is in T then Ct = P2,s(({ t} X X) X X n R) is the continuous image 
of a compact set, where P2.3 is the function defined by p2,3((t, x), y) = (x, y); hence 
Ct is a closed subset of X • X. To see that CtX ~ X we need only show that 
X C_ CtX; if x ~ X then T • X -- RX  implies that for some y, ((t, x), y) ~ R, so 
that x a CtX. In a similar way one sees that T = CxX. To see that Ct is difunctional, 
suppose that (x, y), (x', y), and (x', y') all belong to Ct ; then ((t, x), y), ((t, x'), y), 
and ((t, x'), y') all belong to the difunctional relation R, so that ((t, x), y') also belongs 
to R, which in turn implies that (x, y') ~ Ct, so that Ct is difunctional. In a similar 
fashion one sees that r is also difunctional. 
We digress briefly to mention an interesting consequence of the last proposition. 
If, given spaces A and B, we write D(A, B) (respectively, F(A, B)) for the set of all 
closed difunctional relations from A to B for which _d = RB (respectively, the set 
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of all functions from A to B), then we have shown that there are injections q) and 7 t 
mapping D(T X X, X) into F(X, D(T, X)) and F(T, D(X, X)), respectively. For 
convenience we have written Ct, 7z~ for [q)(R)](t), [tb(R)](x), as we shall consider 
in the sequel only a fixed relation R in D(T x X, X). In general tb and IF are not 
bijective and hence we do not have an "exponential law" but just an exponential 
inequality, which, fortunately, is sufficient for our purposes. 
We proceed now to construct a pair of equivalence relations on T and X, given 
a relation R from T X X into X. Let 
E = {(t, t'): r162 = r162 
and 
F = {(x, x'): r = ~bx, }. 
I t  is immediate that E and F so defined are equivalences. 
PROPOSITION 5. Under the standing hypotheses on T, X, and R, the relations E 
and F are closed. 
Proof. We only show that E is closed, the proof for F being entirely similar. 
I f  (t, t') q~ E, then 5b~ @ Ct,, so that there exists a point (x, y) in one of them and 
not in the other. It is surely no loss of generality to suppose that (x, y) e ~t\r162 i.e., 
y ~ x(~\xr162 or, equivalently, y ~ tr162 Since ~b~ is difunctional as a result of 
Proposition 4, we may conclude that tr c3 t'r ~ ~,  and hence, since ~b~ is closed 
and X is normal, there exist disjoint open sets U o and V o with t~b~ _C U 0 and t'iFx _C V 0 . 
Since Cx is upper semicontinuous, there are open sets U and V containing t and t', 
respectively, so that U~b~ C U0 and Vr _C V o . It is easy to see that (U X V) c3 E = s~, 
for if (s, s') is in U x V and (x, z) is a point in r then z ~ sr C Uo C X\Vo, which 
implies (x, z) r r i.e., r @ ~s'-  From this we conclude that E is closed. 
The hypothesis that R is difunetional is needed here to insure that ~bx is difune- 
tional. E and F may fail to be closed if R is not difunctional. 
4. AN INDUCED ACTION 
I f  (T, X, ") is an act, then for all s, t in T and all x in X it is the case that s 9 (t 9 x) = 
(st)'x, or, equivalently, Ct o r ----r in our notation. This latter notation is con- 
venient for generalization. We shall call (T, X, R) an actoid if T is a topological 
groupoid (that is to say T is equipped with a continuous binary operation), X is 
a space and R is a dosed difunctional relation from T x X into X satisfying 
T X X -= RX and for which Ct ~ r = r for all s and t in T. An actoid (T, X, R) 
will be called compact Hausdorff if both T and X are compact Hausdorff spaces. 
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We recall from [I0, 11] that if a semigroup A acts on a space B so that for each 
distinct pair x, y in B there is some s in A so that sx ~ sy (respectively, for each s, t 
in A there is some x in B so that sx v~ tx), then the action is called left effective (right 
effective). 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that (T, X, R) is a compact Hausdorff actoid. Then there 
exist such closed equivalence relations E and F on T and X such that TIE acts both left 
and right effectively on X/F, and the diagram below, of projections and quotient maps, 
commutes. 
T•  ( R ~ X 
TIE • X/F , X/F 
We defer the proof of this theorem until after we have established two lemmas which 
are needed in computation. An inspection of the proof of Theorem 6 indicates that 
the metatheorem, Theorem 1 implies Theorem 6, is true. The status of the converse 
of this metatheorem is not known. 
LEMMA 7. I f  t and t' are in T then the condition r o r ~- r  is equivalent o 
the condition (tt', x)R = (t, y)R for all x in X and all y in (t', x)R. 
Proof. Fix a point y in (t', x)R, so that (x, y) E Ct' 9 I f  z is in (t, y)R then (y, z) 
is inCt, so that (x, z) ~ Ct' ~ Ct : eta',  i.e., z ~ (tt', x)R, proving that (t, y)R C_ (tt', x)R; 
the difunctionality of R implies then that the two sets are equal. To see the converse 
implication, suppose that (x, z) ~ Ct' o r so that for some y, (x, y) ~ Ct' and (y, z) E Ct, 
and hence y E (t', x)R. Then z ~ (t, y)R -- (tt', x)R implies that (x, z) ~ Cu", so that 
r or _C Cu" 9 I f  we let (x, z) ~ Cu' then there is some y in (t', x)R, since T • X -~ RX. 
Since z ~ (tt', x)R = (t, y)R we have (x, y) ~ r and (y, z) 6 Ct, i.e., (x, z) ~ r o Ct 
so that the two relations are equal. 
LEMMA 8. I f  S, t and t' are in T and x is in X, then the condition r o Ct = r  
implies that (s(tt'), x)R = ((st)t', x)R. 
Proof. The following assertions are equivalent, y ~ (s(tt'), x)R, (x, y)r162 = 
r  r = (r r r = r (r r y ~ ((st)C. x)R. 
Proof of Theorem 6. We will see that the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied, 
using the relations E and F defined in Section 3. To begin, our condition Ct" o r ---- eta' 
implies that E is a congruence, for if (s, s') and (t, t') are in E then r = Ct ~ r = 
Ct' ~162 = r so that (st, s't') is in E. Furthermore as is immediately verified, 
(s(tu), (st)u) is in E for each s, t and u in T, so that TIE is a semigroup. To see that 
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R- lo  (E X F) o R C_/;', suppose that ((t, z), x) e R, ((t, z), (t', z')) e E • F and 
((t', z'), x') e R; we wish to show that ~b~ = r To this end, first observe that each 
of the following assertions i  equivalent to ((t, z), x) being in R. x ~ (t, z)R, (t, x) ~ r = 
r x e (t, z')R, (z', x) e r = Ct', ((t', z'), x) ~ R, x ~ (t', z')R. Since x is thus in 
both (t, z)R and (t', z')R, the difunctionality of R implies that (t, z)R = (t', z')R. 
Then, since x e (t, z)R and x 'e  (t', z')R, the following assertions are equivalent. 
(,, y) e y e (s, x)R = (st, z)R, (z, y)  = r = Cs, (,C, y) e Cz = Cz', 
y e (st', z')R ---- (s, x')R, (s, y) e r ; hence r = r 
To verify hypothesis (3) of Theorem l, fix z in (t', x)R and let y e (tt', x)R and 
y' e (t, z)R. If s is any point in T then Lemma 8 and these conditions allow one 
to see that (s, y)R = (s(tt'), x)R -~ ((st)t', x)R = (st, z)R = (s, y)R, or equivalently, 
Cv ~- r162 Since we have satisfied the hypotheses of Theorem 1, the action of TIE 
on X/F exists as asserted. The left and right effectivity of the action is a consequence 
of the commutativity of the diagram. 
In case (T, X, R) is a compact opological transformation group (we write the 
group on the left, contrary to common practice), the collection {r t E T) is a sub- 
semigroup [5]. In the more general case that (7, X, R) is an action with X locally 
compact Hausdorff, the collection {r t e T) is a subsemigroup of X x, which is 
known to be a topological semigroup. It is of interest o find a "nice" topological 
semigroup of relations which contains {r t e T}, for the closure of this set is the 
natural candidate for the title of enveloping semigroup. The thought immediately 
comes to mind that, since each r is a closed subset of X • X, an appropriate 
topologization is the Michael topology on 2 x• Unfortunately, simple examples 
show that even on a compact Hausdorff space, composition of closed relations need 
not be a continuous operation. In the general case of an actoid, each r is in the set 
D(X, X)  defined above; but since the composition of difunctional relations may 
fail to be difunctional, D(X, X)  may fail to be even a groupoid, and therefore the 
problem seems quite difficult. Of course, under the hypothesis that (T, X, R) is a 
compact Hausdorff actoid we see from Proposition 5 that E is a closed equivalence 
relation such that TIE is a compact semigroup. Since the points of TIE are in one-to- 
one correspondence with {r t e T) (in fact by a semigroup isomorphism), a compact 
Hausdorff topology is inherited by {r t e T}, making it into a compact semigroup. 
Without compactness, not much can be said about the enveloping semigroup in 
general. 
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